
Referee #1 

 

1. Abstract: Too many background descriptions are presented and too few results are 

found in the abstract. Four sentences from lines 13 to 17 in page 1 may be merged 

in a sentence. However some valuable results and conclusions, e.g., the roadbed 

settlement and the effects of groundwater level, may be added. 

P.1. Line 13-26: Background descriptions are briefly presented and four sentences from lines 
13 to 17 in page 1 are merged in a sentence. The roadbed settlement and the effects of 
groundwater level are added in Abstract. 
 
In recent years, leakages in aged pipelines for water and sewage in urban areas have frequently 
induced ground loss resulting in cavities and ground subsidence causes the roadbed settlement 
greater than the allowable value. In this study, FLAC3D, which is a three-dimensional finite-
difference numerical modeling software, is used to do stability and risk level assessment for the 
roadbed in adjacent to urban railways with respect to various groundwater levels and the 
geometric characteristics of cavities. Numerical results show that roadbed settlement increases 
as the diameter (D) of the cavity increases and the distance (d) between the roadbed and the 
cavity decreases. The regression analyses results show that, as D/d is greater than 0.2 and less 
than 0.3, the roadbed is in the status of caution or warning. It requires a database of 
measurement sensors for real-time monitoring of the roadbed, structures and groundwater to 
prevent disasters in advance. As D/d exceeds 0.35, the roadbed settlement, which substantially 
increases and the roadbed is in the status of danger. Since it may result in highly probable traffic 
accident, train operation should be stopped and the roadbed should be reinforced or repaired. 
The effects of groundwater level on the roadbed settlement are examined and the analyses results 
indicate that a roadbed settlement is highly influenced by groundwater levels to an extent greater 
than even the influence of the size of the cavity.  
 
2. Discussion in the segment is not clear, and I think the segment is needed to be 

rewritten  

P.11. Line 358-376: Discussion is rewritten in detail.  

The number of occurrences of ground subsidence induced by a leakage of aged pipelines for water and 

sewage in urban areas resulting in various sizes of cavity near the urban railway in Seoul City has been 

found to increase and it may cause the roadbed settlement to exceed the allowable value. A large-scale 

cavity is rarely found, but if it is close to the roadbed, the roadbed is highly influenced by the cavity and 

may cause train derailment. 

In this study, numerical analyses are carried out to estimate roadbed stability and its risk level 

associated with various groundwater levels, sizes of cavities. The analyses results show that roadbed 

settlement increases as the diameter (D) of the cavity increases and the distance (d) between the roadbed 

and the cavity decreases. The regression analyses results show that, as D/d is greater than 0.2 and less 

than 0.3, a database of measurement sensors should be established for real-time monitoring of the roadbed, 

structures and groundwater to prevent disasters in advance. As D/d exceeds 0.35, the roadbed settlement, 

which substantially increases and is in the status of danger, may result in highly probable traffic accident. 

Therefore, train operation should be stopped and the roadbed should be reinforced or repaired. The effects 

of groundwater level on the roadbed settlement are examined at the distance of 20 m for both 4 and 6 m 

diameter cavities and at 25 m for both 8 and 10 m diameter cavities. Ground settlement for 4 and 6 m 

diameter cavities located at a distance of 20 m from the roadbed satisfies the allowable value for GWL = (-) 

4 and (-) 12m,  respectively. The ground settlement for 8 and 10 m diameter cavities located at a distance 

of 25 m from the center of the roadbed has substantially decreased as GWL is 8 and 15 m below the 

ground surface, respectively, and satisfies the allowable value as its level is 18 and 22 m below the ground 

surface, respectively. It indicates that a roadbed settlement is highly influenced by groundwater levels to 



an extent greater than even the influence of the size of the cavity.  

 

3. A brief review is anticipated for the development of the software assessing the road 

risks. Discussion in the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 paragraphs are chaotic. Figure 1 may be erased. 

P.1. Line 35-50: Literature review for risk assessment and numerical modeling is added. 
 

Risk management associated with safety is a fundamental focus in railway operations. It has been 

integrated into global safety management system of railways (Berrado et al., 2010) and developed to allow 

a rapid risk assessment using a common risk score matrix (Braband, 2011). As roadbed settlements exceed 

the allowable limits, it may result in track irregularity and derailments of trains causing heavy loss of life. 

Therefore, risk management tools are developed to deal with track safety by controlling and reducing the 

risk of derailments (Zarembski et al., 2006). In this study, methods to secure the stability of roadbeds have 

been examined using numerical analysis. 

Numerical analyses have been widely used for risk assessment. Numerical analyses using three-

dimensional geotechnical codes were carried out to predict the subsidence area and its interaction with 

buildings (Castellanza et al., 2015) and a three-dimensional groundwater flow model for risk evaluation 

was developed to be an effective management strategy (Ashfaque et al., 2017). The coupling of numerical 

models and monitoring data contribute to undertake efficient risk reduction policies (Bozzano et al., 2013). 

Especially using FLAC, which is a finite-difference numerical code especially specialized in the area of 

geotechnical engineering, numerical computations to simulate the influence of rainfall (Pisani, 2010), both 

acoustic emission (AE) activities at AE sensor locations of the Kannagawa cavern (Cai et al., 2007), and a 

comprehensive pump test at Sellafield (Hakami, 2001) showed good agreement with field monitoring 

results. In this study, FLAC3D, which is a three-dimensional finite-difference numerical code especially 

specialized in the area of geotechnical engineering, is adopted for numerical analysis.  

 

P.11. Line 358-376: Discussion is rewritten in detail.  
 

The number of occurrences of ground subsidence induced by a leakage of aged pipelines for water and 

sewage in urban areas resulting in various sizes of cavity near the urban railway in Seoul City has been 

found to increase and it may cause the roadbed settlement to exceed the allowable value. A large-scale 

cavity is rarely found, but if it is close to the roadbed, the roadbed is highly influenced by the cavity and 

may cause train derailment. 

In this study, numerical analyses are carried out to estimate roadbed stability and its risk level 

associated with various groundwater levels, sizes of cavities. The analyses results show that roadbed 

settlement increases as the diameter (D) of the cavity increases and the distance (d) between the roadbed 

and the cavity decreases. The regression analyses results show that, as D/d is greater than 0.2 and less 

than 0.3, a database of measurement sensors should be established for real-time monitoring of the roadbed, 

structures and groundwater to prevent disasters in advance. As D/d exceeds 0.35, the roadbed settlement, 

which substantially increases and is in the status of danger, may result in highly probable traffic accident. 

Therefore, train operation should be stopped and the roadbed should be reinforced or repaired. The effects 

of groundwater level on the roadbed settlement are examined at the distance of 20 m for both 4 and 6 m 

diameter cavities and at 25 m for both 8 and 10 m diameter cavities. Ground settlement for 4 and 6 m 

diameter cavities located at a distance of 20 m from the roadbed satisfies the allowable value for GWL = (-) 

4 and (-) 12m,  respectively. The ground settlement for 8 and 10 m diameter cavities located at a distance 

of 25 m from the center of the roadbed has substantially decreased as GWL is 8 and 15 m below the 

ground surface, respectively, and satisfies the allowable value as its level is 18 and 22 m below the ground 

surface, respectively. It indicates that a roadbed settlement is highly influenced by groundwater levels to 

an extent greater than even the influence of the size of the cavity.  

 

P.1: Figure 1 is erased.  
 

4. 2 Case studies of ground subsidence. I think this is only an introduction of ground 

subsidence instead of the case studies of risk assessments. Hence the segment may 

be simplified and merged into the first segment introduction.  



P.1.Line 30-95: The segment is simplified and merged into the first segment introduction. 
 

5. Moreover, Figures 2 and 3 may be merged 

P.2.: Figures 2 and 3 are merged to Figure 1. 
 

6. The principle of FLAC3D should be briefly and clearly described, or I cannot 

believe what you calculated are reliable 

P.3. Line 97-189: The principle of FLAC3D is described. 
 

2 Numerical analysis  
 

In the following sections, the FLAC3D given in this work are briefly described in the following sections by 

paraphrasing from those of Itasca Consulting Group (2002).  

 

2.1 Theoretical background of FLAC
3D

 

 

FLAC3D (Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua in three Dimensions) is numerical modeling software for 

advanced geotechnical analysis of soil, rock, groundwater, and ground support in three 

dimensions. FLAC is used for analysis, testing, and design by geotechnical, civil, and mining engineers 

(Itasca Consulting Group Inc., 2002). It is designed to accommodate any kind of geotechnical engineering 

project that requires continuum analysis.  

The mechanics of the medium are derived from general principles (definition of strain, laws of motion), 

and the use of constitutive equations defining the idealized material. The resulting mathematical 

expression is a set of partial differential equations, relating mechanical (stress) and kinematic (strain rate, 

velocity) variables, which are to be solved for particular geometries and properties, given specific 

boundary and initial conditions. 

An important aspect of the model is the inclusion of the equations of motion, although FLAC3D is 

primarily concerned with the state of stress and deformation of the medium near the state of equilibrium. It 

will be shown, in the numerical implementation section, that the inertial terms are used as means to reach, 

in a numerically stable manner, the equilibrium state. 

 

2.1.1 Conventions 

 

In the Lagrangian formulation adopted in FLAC3D, a point in the medium is characterized by the vector 

components   ,   ,    and    /  ,  =1,3 of position, displacement, velocity and acceleration, respectively. 

As a notation convention, a bold letter designates a vector or tensor, depending on the context. The symbol 

   denotes component   of the vector [ ] in a Cartesian system of reference axes;     is component (   ) 
of tensor [ ]. Also,  ,   is the partial derivative of   with respect to   . (α can be a scalar variable, a 

vector or tensor component.) By definition, tension and extension are positive. The Einstein summation 

convention applies, but only on indices  ,   and  , which take the values 1, 2, 3. 

 

2.1.2 Stress 

 

The state of stress at a given point of the medium is characterized by the symmetric stress tensor    . The 

traction vector [ ] on a face with unit normal [ ] is given by Cauchy’s formulae (tension positive): 

 

                                                                                                    (1) 

 

2.1.3 Rate of Strain and Rate of Rotation 

 

Let the particles of the medium move with velocity [ ]. In an infinitesimal time dt, the medium experiences 

an infinitesimal strain determined by the translations     , and the corresponding components of the 

strain-rate tensor may be written as  

 

                                                                                     (2) 



 

where partial derivatives are taken with respect to components of the current position vector [ ]. For later 

reference, the first invariant of the strain-rate tensor gives a measure of the rate of dilation of an 

elementary volume. Aside from the rate of deformation characterized by the tensor    , a volume element 

experiences an instantaneous rigid-body displacement, determined by the translation velocity [ ], and a 

rotation with angular velocity, 

 

                                                                                            
 

where     is the permutation symbol, and [ω] is the rate of rotation tensor whose components are defined 

as 

 

                                                                                   (4) 

 

2.1.4 Equations of Motion and Equilibrium 

 

Application of the continuum form of the momentum principle yields Cauchy’s equations of motion:  

 

                                                                                          (5) 

 

where   is the mass per unit volume of the medium, [ ] is the body force per unit mass, and  [ ]    is 

the material derivative of the velocity. These laws govern, in the mathematical model, the motion of an 

elementary volume of the medium from the forces applied to it. Note that in the case of static equilibrium of 

the medium, the acceleration  [ ]    is zero, and Eq. (5) reduces to the partial differential equations of 

equilibrium: 

 

                                                                                          (6) 

 

2.1.5 Boundary and Initial Conditions 

 

The boundary conditions consist of imposed boundary tractions (see Eq. (1)) and/or velocities (to induce 

given displacements). In addition, body forces may be present. Also, the initial stress state of the body 

needs to be specified. 

 

2.1.6 Constitutive Equations 

 

The equations of motion Eq. (5), together with the definitions Eq. (2) of the rates of strain, constitute nine 

equations for fifteen unknowns — the unknowns being the 6 + 6 components of the stress- and strain-rate 

tensors and the three components of the velocity vector. Six additional relations are provided by the 

constitutive equations that define the nature of the particular material under consideration. They are 

usually given in the form 

 

 [ ̇]                                                                                        (7) 

 

in which [ ̇ij ] is the co-rotational stress-rate tensor, [H] is a given function, and   is a parameter that 

takes into account the history of loading. The co-rotational stress rate [ ̇] is equal to the material 

derivative of the stress as it would appear to an observer in a frame of reference attached to the material 

point and rotating with it at an angular velocity equal to the instantaneous value of the angular velocity [ ] 

of the material. Its components are defined as 

 

[ ̇]                                                                                (8) 

 

in which d[σ]/dt is the material time derivative of [σ], and [ω] is the rate of rotation tensor. 

 

 

 



7. Figure 4 is not clear especially as it is printed. 

P.5.: Figure 2 is magnified to be clearly presented. 
 

8. Figure 5 may be erased for a similar description has been given in Figure 7  

P.5.: Figure 5 is erased. 
 

9. Might you try to simply tables 1-4 and merge them as a table? 

P.6.: Tables 1-4 is merged to Table 1.  

10. We might pay more attentions on results and discussion  

P.7. Line 280-287: Results are rewritten in detail.  
 

Roadbed settlement increases as the diameter (D) of the cavity increases and the distance (d) between 

the roadbed and the cavity decreases. Therefore, in this study, the roadbed settlement is examined with 

respect to D normalized by d (Fig. 7). The regression analyses results show medium to high correlations of 

r2=0.72. As D/d is greater than 0.2 and less than 0.3, the roadbed settlement is approximately 5 mm. It 

requires that a database of measurement sensors should be established for real-time monitoring of the 

roadbed, structures and groundwater to prevent disasters in advance. As D/d exceeds 0.35, the roadbed 

settlement substantially increases and is greater than 10 mm. Since it may result in highly probable traffic 

accident, train operation should be stopped and the roadbed should be reinforced or repaired.  

 
P.11. Line 358-376: Discussion is rewritten in detail.  
 

The number of occurrences of ground subsidence induced by a leakage of aged pipelines for water and 

sewage in urban areas resulting in various sizes of cavity near the urban railway in Seoul City has been 

found to increase and it may cause the roadbed settlement to exceed the allowable value. A large-scale 

cavity is rarely found, but if it is close to the roadbed, the roadbed is highly influenced by the cavity and 

may cause train derailment. 

In this study, numerical analyses are carried out to estimate roadbed stability and its risk level 

associated with various groundwater levels, sizes of cavities. The analyses results show that roadbed 

settlement increases as the diameter (D) of the cavity increases and the distance (d) between the roadbed 

and the cavity decreases. The regression analyses results show that, as D/d is greater than 0.2 and less 

than 0.3, a database of measurement sensors should be established for real-time monitoring of the roadbed, 

structures and groundwater to prevent disasters in advance. As D/d exceeds 0.35, the roadbed settlement, 

which substantially increases and is in the status of danger, may result in highly probable traffic accident. 

Therefore, train operation should be stopped and the roadbed should be reinforced or repaired. The effects 

of groundwater level on the roadbed settlement are examined at the distance of 20 m for both 4 and 6 m 

diameter cavities and at 25 m for both 8 and 10 m diameter cavities. Ground settlement for 4 and 6 m 

diameter cavities located at a distance of 20 m from the roadbed satisfies the allowable value for GWL = (-) 

4 and (-) 12m,  respectively. The ground settlement for 8 and 10 m diameter cavities located at a distance 

of 25 m from the center of the roadbed has substantially decreased as GWL is 8 and 15 m below the 

ground surface, respectively, and satisfies the allowable value as its level is 18 and 22 m below the ground 

surface, respectively. It indicates that a roadbed settlement is highly influenced by groundwater levels to 

an extent greater than even the influence of the size of the cavity.  

 

11. Texts in Figure 7 are too small and blur 

P.7.: Texts in Figure 7 are magnified to be clearly presented. 

12. It’s better that the number values of the vertical coordinates in Figures 8, 9, and 11 

grow from the bottom up.  



P.8. & P.10.: In general, settlement starts from the top as shown in Figures 5 & 8. 

P.9.: However, as shown in Figure 6, an origin of the vertical coordinates is positioned at 

the bottom for the purpose of regression analysis.  

13. The unit of the horizontal ordinate may be added Figures 7-8.  

P.8.: The unit is added in Figure 5. 

14. Line width of Figure 9 is different to others 

P.9.: Line width of Figure 7 is changed to be consistent with others. 

15. What is the meaning of the horizontal ordinate caption in Figure 9 

P.9.: In Figure 6, Caption in horizontal axis is added.. 

16. Lines 225-227 in page 9: Why could you define the risk level mentioned here? 

P.7. Line 296-299: Definition of the risk level is moved to section 3.2. 

17. Tables 8-10: Color blocks in the tables are not clear as they are printed in black and 

white 

P.11.: Colors in Tables 8-10 are changed to black and white in Table 2. 

18. From Segments 4.1 to 4.2, essential discussion on the problems related to the 

observed data may be added, and comparison of the results calculated in this study 

to other references may be replenished. 

P.6-10.: Unfortunately, any observed data obtained from other references for roadbed 

settlement associated with cavity have not been found.  

19. I could not find any quantitative conclusions here 

P.11. Line 358-376: Conclusions are quantitatively described.  
 
The number of occurrences of ground subsidence induced by a leakage of aged pipelines for water and 

sewage in urban areas resulting in various sizes of cavity near the urban railway in Seoul City has been 

found to increase and it may cause the roadbed settlement to exceed the allowable value. A large-scale 

cavity is rarely found, but if it is close to the roadbed, the roadbed is highly influenced by the cavity and 

may cause train derailment. 

In this study, numerical analyses are carried out to estimate roadbed stability and its risk level 

associated with various groundwater levels, sizes of cavities. The analyses results show that roadbed 

settlement increases as the diameter (D) of the cavity increases and the distance (d) between the roadbed 

and the cavity decreases. The regression analyses results show that, as D/d is greater than 0.2 and less 

than 0.3, a database of measurement sensors should be established for real-time monitoring of the roadbed, 

structures and groundwater to prevent disasters in advance. As D/d exceeds 0.35, the roadbed settlement, 

which substantially increases and is in the status of danger, may result in highly probable traffic accident. 

Therefore, train operation should be stopped and the roadbed should be reinforced or repaired. The effects 

of groundwater level on the roadbed settlement are examined at the distance of 20 m for both 4 and 6 m 

diameter cavities and at 25 m for both 8 and 10 m diameter cavities. Ground settlement for 4 and 6 m 

diameter cavities located at a distance of 20 m from the roadbed satisfies the allowable value for GWL = (-) 



4 and (-) 12m,  respectively. The ground settlement for 8 and 10 m diameter cavities located at a distance 

of 25 m from the center of the roadbed has substantially decreased as GWL is 8 and 15 m below the 

ground surface, respectively, and satisfies the allowable value as its level is 18 and 22 m below the ground 

surface, respectively. It indicates that a roadbed settlement is highly influenced by groundwater levels to 

an extent greater than even the influence of the size of the cavity.  

 

20. The manuscript is readable, but still many minor language errors exist. For 

examples: In line 180, page 7, the original sentences are: “Diameter = 4m (a). 

Diameter = 6 m (b). Diametr = 8 m (c). Diameter = 10 m (d)” I think to merge the 

sentences as follows is better: “(a) Diameter = 4m, (b) Diameter = 6 m, (c) Diamter = 

8 m, and (d) Diameter = 10 m” 

P.8. Line 301-302: Captions in Figure 6 are changed. 

Figure 5. Roadbed settlement with respect to distance between roadbed and cavity: (a) Diameter = 4 m, 

(b) Diameter = 6 m, (c) Diameter = 8 m, and (d) Diameter = 10 m. 

 

21. In line 207, page 8: “4-m and 6-m” may be revised as “4 and 6 m.  

P.8. Line 304: “4-m and 6-m” is changed to “4 and 6 m. Errors similar to this are 

corrected. 

22. The sentence in the lines 253-255, page 10, is too complicated to understand 

P.11. Line 358-376: Conclusions are quantitatively described.  
 
The number of occurrences of ground subsidence induced by a leakage of aged pipelines for water and 

sewage in urban areas resulting in various sizes of cavity near the urban railway in Seoul City has been 

found to increase and it may cause the roadbed settlement to exceed the allowable value. A large-scale 

cavity is rarely found, but if it is close to the roadbed, the roadbed is highly influenced by the cavity and 

may cause train derailment. 

In this study, numerical analyses are carried out to estimate roadbed stability and its risk level 

associated with various groundwater levels, sizes of cavities. The analyses results show that roadbed 

settlement increases as the diameter (D) of the cavity increases and the distance (d) between the roadbed 

and the cavity decreases. The regression analyses results show that, as D/d is greater than 0.2 and less 

than 0.3, a database of measurement sensors should be established for real-time monitoring of the roadbed, 

structures and groundwater to prevent disasters in advance. As D/d exceeds 0.35, the roadbed settlement, 

which substantially increases and is in the status of danger, may result in highly probable traffic accident. 

Therefore, train operation should be stopped and the roadbed should be reinforced or repaired. The effects 

of groundwater level on the roadbed settlement are examined at the distance of 20 m for both 4 and 6 m 

diameter cavities and at 25 m for both 8 and 10 m diameter cavities. Ground settlement for 4 and 6 m 

diameter cavities located at a distance of 20 m from the roadbed satisfies the allowable value for GWL = (-) 

4 and (-) 12m,  respectively. The ground settlement for 8 and 10 m diameter cavities located at a distance 

of 25 m from the center of the roadbed has substantially decreased as GWL is 8 and 15 m below the 

ground surface, respectively, and satisfies the allowable value as its level is 18 and 22 m below the ground 

surface, respectively. It indicates that a roadbed settlement is highly influenced by groundwater levels to 

an extent greater than even the influence of the size of the cavity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Referee #2 

 

1. P.1. 1.Introduction: more literature for assessment methods (numerical models) 

P.1. Line 35-50.: Literature review for assessment methods (numerical models) is added  

Risk management associated with safety is a fundamental focus in railway operations. It has been 

integrated into global safety management system of railways (Berrado et al., 2010) and developed to allow 

a rapid risk assessment using a common risk score matrix (Braband, 2011). As roadbed settlements exceed 

the allowable limits, it may result in track irregularity and derailments of trains causing heavy loss of life. 

Therefore, risk management tools are developed to deal with track safety by controlling and reducing the 

risk of derailments (Zarembski et al., 2006). In this study, methods to secure the stability of roadbeds have 

been examined using numerical analysis. 

Numerical analyses have been widely used for risk assessment. Numerical analyses using three-

dimensional geotechnical codes were carried out to predict the subsidence area and its interaction with 

buildings (Castellanza et al., 2015) and a three-dimensional groundwater flow model for risk evaluation 

was developed to be an effective management strategy (Ashfaque et al., 2017). The coupling of numerical 

models and monitoring data contribute to undertake efficient risk reduction policies (Bozzano et al., 2013). 

Especially using FLAC, which is a finite-difference numerical code especially specialized in the area of 

geotechnical engineering, numerical computations to simulate the influence of rainfall (Pisani, 2010), both 

acoustic emission (AE) activities at AE sensor locations of the Kannagawa cavern (Cai et al., 2007), and a 

comprehensive pump test at Sellafield (Hakami, 2001) showed good agreement with field monitoring 

results. In this study, FLAC3D, which is a three-dimensional finite-difference numerical code especially 

specialized in the area of geotechnical engineering, is adopted for numerical analysis.  

 
2. P.2. 2. Case studies of ground subsidence, what kind of the cases are the simulated 

target in this paper? 

P.2. Line 62-70.: The cases of ground subsidence occurred at nearby urban railways in 

South Korea are quite similar. Therefore, no specific case is selected for numerical 

analysis but the simulated cases cover historical events. 

 
3. P.3. 3. Numerical analysis, please add a section to briefly introduce this three-

dimensional model such as theory base, essential parameters, input/output, 

boundary conditions, initial conditions, etc. 

P.3. Line 97-189: FLAC3D is briefly introduced. 
 

2 Numerical analysis  
 

In the following sections, the FLAC3D given in this work are briefly described in the following sections by 

paraphrasing from those of Itasca Consulting Group (2002).  

 

2.1 Theoretical background of FLAC
3D

 

 

FLAC3D (Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua in three Dimensions) is numerical modeling software for 

advanced geotechnical analysis of soil, rock, groundwater, and ground support in three 

dimensions. FLAC is used for analysis, testing, and design by geotechnical, civil, and mining engineers 

(Itasca Consulting Group Inc., 2002). It is designed to accommodate any kind of geotechnical engineering 

project that requires continuum analysis.  

The mechanics of the medium are derived from general principles (definition of strain, laws of motion), 

and the use of constitutive equations defining the idealized material. The resulting mathematical 



expression is a set of partial differential equations, relating mechanical (stress) and kinematic (strain rate, 

velocity) variables, which are to be solved for particular geometries and properties, given specific 

boundary and initial conditions. 

An important aspect of the model is the inclusion of the equations of motion, although FLAC3D is 

primarily concerned with the state of stress and deformation of the medium near the state of equilibrium. It 

will be shown, in the numerical implementation section, that the inertial terms are used as means to reach, 

in a numerically stable manner, the equilibrium state. 

 

2.1.1 Conventions 

 

In the Lagrangian formulation adopted in FLAC3D, a point in the medium is characterized by the vector 

components   ,   ,    and    /  ,  =1,3 of position, displacement, velocity and acceleration, respectively. 

As a notation convention, a bold letter designates a vector or tensor, depending on the context. The symbol 

   denotes component   of the vector [ ] in a Cartesian system of reference axes;     is component (   ) 
of tensor [ ]. Also,  ,   is the partial derivative of   with respect to   . (α can be a scalar variable, a 

vector or tensor component.) By definition, tension and extension are positive. The Einstein summation 

convention applies, but only on indices  ,   and  , which take the values 1, 2, 3. 

 

2.1.2 Stress 

 

The state of stress at a given point of the medium is characterized by the symmetric stress tensor    . The 

traction vector [ ] on a face with unit normal [ ] is given by Cauchy’s formulae (tension positive): 

 

                                                                                                    (1) 

 

2.1.3 Rate of Strain and Rate of Rotation 

 

Let the particles of the medium move with velocity [ ]. In an infinitesimal time dt, the medium experiences 

an infinitesimal strain determined by the translations     , and the corresponding components of the 

strain-rate tensor may be written as  

 

                                                                                     (2) 

 

where partial derivatives are taken with respect to components of the current position vector [ ]. For later 

reference, the first invariant of the strain-rate tensor gives a measure of the rate of dilation of an 

elementary volume. Aside from the rate of deformation characterized by the tensor    , a volume element 

experiences an instantaneous rigid-body displacement, determined by the translation velocity [ ], and a 

rotation with angular velocity, 

 

                                                                                            
 

where     is the permutation symbol, and [ω] is the rate of rotation tensor whose components are defined 

as 

 

                                                                                   (4) 

 

2.1.4 Equations of Motion and Equilibrium 

 

Application of the continuum form of the momentum principle yields Cauchy’s equations of motion:  

 

                                                                                          (5) 

 

where   is the mass per unit volume of the medium, [ ] is the body force per unit mass, and  [ ]    is 

the material derivative of the velocity. These laws govern, in the mathematical model, the motion of an 

elementary volume of the medium from the forces applied to it. Note that in the case of static equilibrium of 

the medium, the acceleration  [ ]    is zero, and Eq. (5) reduces to the partial differential equations of 

equilibrium: 



 

                                                                                          (6) 

 

2.1.5 Boundary and Initial Conditions 

 

The boundary conditions consist of imposed boundary tractions (see Eq. (1)) and/or velocities (to induce 

given displacements). In addition, body forces may be present. Also, the initial stress state of the body 

needs to be specified. 

 

2.1.6 Constitutive Equations 

 

The equations of motion Eq. (5), together with the definitions Eq. (2) of the rates of strain, constitute nine 

equations for fifteen unknowns — the unknowns being the 6 + 6 components of the stress- and strain-rate 

tensors and the three components of the velocity vector. Six additional relations are provided by the 

constitutive equations that define the nature of the particular material under consideration. They are 

usually given in the form 

 

 [ ̇]                                                                                        (7) 

 

in which [ ̇ij ] is the co-rotational stress-rate tensor, [H] is a given function, and   is a parameter that 

takes into account the history of loading. The co-rotational stress rate [ ̇] is equal to the material 

derivative of the stress as it would appear to an observer in a frame of reference attached to the material 

point and rotating with it at an angular velocity equal to the instantaneous value of the angular velocity [ ] 

of the material. Its components are defined as 

 

[ ̇]                                                                                (8) 

 

in which d[σ]/dt is the material time derivative of [σ], and [ω] is the rate of rotation tensor. 

 
4. P.3. 3. Numerical analysis, please add a section of model’s verification by historical 

events to properly demonstrate the reliability of the model’s performance 

P.1. Line 41-50: Model’s verification by historical events are added to demonstrate the 
reliability of the model’s performance. 
 

Numerical analyses have been widely used for risk assessment. Numerical analyses using three-

dimensional geotechnical codes were carried out to predict the subsidence area and its interaction with 

buildings (Castellanza et al., 2015) and a three-dimensional groundwater flow model for risk evaluation 

was developed to be an effective management strategy (Ashfaque et al., 2017). The coupling of numerical 

models and monitoring data contribute to undertake efficient risk reduction policies (Bozzano et al., 2013). 

Especially using FLAC, which is a finite-difference numerical code especially specialized in the area of 

geotechnical engineering, numerical computations to simulate the influence of rainfall (Pisani, 2010), both 

acoustic emission (AE) activities at AE sensor locations of the Kannagawa cavern (Cai et al., 2007), and a 

comprehensive pump test at Sellafield (Hakami, 2001) showed good agreement with field monitoring 

results. In this study, FLAC3D, which is a three-dimensional finite-difference numerical code especially 

specialized in the area of geotechnical engineering, is adopted for numerical analysis.  

 

5. P.3, 3.1 Conditions for numerical analysis, Ln. 103-104, how to decide the scenario 

such as diameter 4-10 m, distance 15-25 m and various groundwater levels? Based 

on any field cases?  

P.5. Line 194-197: Diameters of the cavity are determined by historical events described 
in Introduction. Distance and groundwater level are arbitrarily determined with respect to 
diameter of the cavity.  



A circular cavity below the ground surface has been modeled with respect to diameters (D) of 4-10 m, 

which is selected by historical events as described in previous section. Distances of 15-25 m from the 

cavity to the center of the roadbed and various groundwater levels are arbitrarily selected for roadbed 

settlement influenced by given size of cavity. 

 
6. P.3, In additions, please add a table to list total computational runs. 

P.11.: Total computation time is added in Table 2.  

7. P.3, Figure 4, what is the meaning of the roller attached on the left side and two 

sides of bottom? 

P.5. Line 198-200: The meaning of the roller is added.  

As shown in the figure, roller supports prevent normal translations, but capable of tangential translations 

and/or rotations. There is a single linear reaction force in either vertical or horizontal directions.  

 

8. P.3, Figure 5, the legend texts are too small and unclear. Is it possible to merge this 

figure with Figure 4 as a single figure? 

P.7.: Figure 5 (original manuscript) is erased because a similar description is given in 

Figure 4 (P.7. revised manuscript).  

9. P.4, 3.1.2 Physical properties of rail, rail pad, and prestressed, too many tables in 

this section, I suggest to reorganize these tables to reduce table numbers 

P.6.: Tables 1-4 are reorganized and merged to Table 1.  

10. P.5, Figure 7 - The legend texts are too small and unclear. – Please use the same 

color interval of vertical displacement value of (a) and (b) in order to clearly to 

show “ground settlement increases as the diameter of the cavity increases”. – Please 

keep the same geometric scale and view angle of the model display. 

P.7.: In Figure 4, the legend texts are changed to be clearly visible and the same color 

interval of vertical displacement and the same geometric scale and view angle of the 

model are used.  

11. P.6, 4.1.1 Regression analysis of roadbed settlement, too short descriptions. What’s 

the meaning of the regression analysis? Why the groundwater level is absent in the 

regression? 

P.7. Line 280-287: Meaning of regression analysis is described in detail. In dry condition, 

regression analysis of roadbed settlement associated with distance and diameter is carried 

out. If the groundwater level is included for the analysis, there are too many parameters 

to define its relationships.  

Roadbed settlement increases as the diameter (D) of the cavity increases and the distance (d) between the 

roadbed and the cavity decreases. Therefore, in this study, the roadbed settlement is examined with respect 

to D normalized by d (Fig. 7). The regression analyses results show medium to high correlations of 

r2=0.72. As D/d is greater than 0.2 and less than 0.3, the roadbed settlement is approximately 5 mm. It 



requires that a database of measurement sensors should be established for real-time monitoring of the 

roadbed, structures and groundwater to prevent disasters in advance. As D/d exceeds 0.35, the roadbed 

settlement substantially increases and is greater than 10 mm. Since it may result in highly probable traffic 

accident, train operation should be stopped and the roadbed should be reinforced or repaired.  

 

12. The better description for R-squared=0.72 probably is “medium to high correlation” 

instead of “high correlation”. 

P.7. Line 282: It is changed to “medium to high correlation” instead of “high 

correlation”.  

13. P.7, Figure 9, a linear equation in legend, editing error? 

P.9.: In Figure 6, It is corrected to exponential equation. 

14. P.7, Figure 10 – The legend texts are too small and unclear. – Why the vertical 

displacement is symmetry along the centerline of roadbed since only cavity on one 

side 

P.9.: Figures 4 & 7 are corrected and the right and the left side of roadbed settle down 

and heave, respectively, because the cavity is on the right side.  

15. P.9, It’s difficult to understand the risk level through Table 5-Table 7 since the risk 

level is based on the combination of cavity diameter, distance and groundwater level. 

I suggest to reorganize these tables to perform more systematical outcome. 

P.11.: Tables 5-7 (original manuscript) are merged to Table 2 (revised manuscript) and 

reorganized in systematic pattern.  

16. P.10, 5 Conclusions, conclusions should include vital or quantitative findings of this 

paper. 

P.11. Line 358-376: Quantitatively findings are described in conclusions.  
 

The number of occurrences of ground subsidence induced by a leakage of aged pipelines for water and 

sewage in urban areas resulting in various sizes of cavity near the urban railway in Seoul City has been 

found to increase and it may cause the roadbed settlement to exceed the allowable value. A large-scale 

cavity is rarely found, but if it is close to the roadbed, the roadbed is highly influenced by the cavity and 

may cause train derailment. 

In this study, numerical analyses are carried out to estimate roadbed stability and its risk level 

associated with various groundwater levels, sizes of cavities. The analyses results show that roadbed 

settlement increases as the diameter (D) of the cavity increases and the distance (d) between the roadbed 

and the cavity decreases. The regression analyses results show that, as D/d is greater than 0.2 and less 

than 0.3, a database of measurement sensors should be established for real-time monitoring of the roadbed, 

structures and groundwater to prevent disasters in advance. As D/d exceeds 0.35, the roadbed settlement, 

which substantially increases and is in the status of danger, may result in highly probable traffic accident. 

Therefore, train operation should be stopped and the roadbed should be reinforced or repaired. The effects 

of groundwater level on the roadbed settlement are examined at the distance of 20 m for both 4 and 6 m 

diameter cavities and at 25 m for both 8 and 10 m diameter cavities. Ground settlement for 4 and 6 m 

diameter cavities located at a distance of 20 m from the roadbed satisfies the allowable value for GWL = (-) 

4 and (-) 12m,  respectively. The ground settlement for 8 and 10 m diameter cavities located at a distance 

of 25 m from the center of the roadbed has substantially decreased as GWL is 8 and 15 m below the 



ground surface, respectively, and satisfies the allowable value as its level is 18 and 22 m below the ground 

surface, respectively. It indicates that a roadbed settlement is highly influenced by groundwater levels to 

an extent greater than even the influence of the size of the cavity.  
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Abstract. In recent years, leakages in aged pipelines for water and sewage in urban areas have frequently 13 
induced ground loss resulting in cavities and ground subsidence causes the roadbed settlement greater than the 14 
allowable value. In this study, FLAC3D, which is a three-dimensional finite-difference numerical modeling 15 
software, is used to do stability and risk level assessment for the roadbed in adjacent to urban railways with respect 16 
to various groundwater levels and the geometric characteristics of cavities. Numerical results show that roadbed 17 
settlement increases as the diameter (D) of the cavity increases and the distance (d) between the roadbed and the 18 
cavity decreases. The regression analyses results show that, as D/d is greater than 0.2 and less than 0.3, the roadbed 19 
is in the status of caution or warning. It requires a database of measurement sensors for real-time monitoring of the 20 
roadbed, structures and groundwater to prevent disasters in advance. As D/d exceeds 0.35, the roadbed settlement, 21 
which substantially increases and the roadbed is in the status of danger. Since it may result in highly probable 22 
traffic accident, train operation should be stopped and the roadbed should be reinforced or repaired. The effects of 23 
groundwater level on the roadbed settlement are examined and the analyses results indicate that a roadbed 24 
settlement is highly influenced by groundwater levels to an extent greater than even the influence of the size of the 25 
cavity.  26 

 27 
1 Introduction 28 

 29 
Urban railways in South Korea have been initiated from the Seoul subway 1st line in1974 and have been operating 30 
in Seoul city and several metropolitan cities. The number of passengers using urban railway are being increased 31 
and it has played a significantly important role in public transportation for urban development. Urban railway is 32 
defined as transportation facility and method for smooth transportation in the city and includes light rail transit and 33 
subway as indicated in the law of urban railway (Ministry of land, 2017).  34 

Risk management associated with safety is a fundamental focus in railway operations. It has been integrated into 35 
global safety management system of railways (Berrado et al., 2010) and developed to allow a rapid risk assessment 36 
using a common risk score matrix (Braband, 2011). As roadbed settlements exceed the allowable limits, it may 37 
result in track irregularity and derailments of trains causing heavy loss of life. Therefore, risk management tools are 38 
developed to deal with track safety by controlling and reducing the risk of derailments (Zarembski et al., 2006). In 39 
this study, methods to secure the stability of roadbeds have been examined using numerical analysis. 40 

Numerical analyses have been widely used for risk assessment. Numerical analyses using three-dimensional 41 
geotechnical codes were carried out to predict the subsidence area and its interaction with buildings (Castellanza et 42 
al., 2015) and a three-dimensional groundwater flow model for risk evaluation was developed to be an effective 43 
management strategy (Ashfaque et al., 2017). The coupling of numerical models and monitoring data contribute to 44 
undertake efficient risk reduction policies (Bozzano et al., 2013). Especially using FLAC, which is a finite-45 
difference numerical code especially specialized in the area of geotechnical engineering, numerical computations to 46 
simulate the influence of rainfall (Pisani, 2010), both acoustic emission (AE) activities at AE sensor locations of 47 
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the Kannagawa cavern (Cai et al., 2007), and a comprehensive pump test at Sellafield (Hakami, 2001) showed 48 
good agreement with field monitoring results. In this study, FLAC3D, which is a three-dimensional finite-difference 49 
numerical code especially specialized in the area of geotechnical engineering, is adopted for numerical analysis.  50 

Research on stability assessment and reinforcement of railway roadbeds has been actively carried out, but the 51 
effect of the cavity adjacent to urban railways on roadbed behavior has rarely studied. In recent years, the number 52 
of accidents induced by cavities larger than 2 m in diameter has increased especially in highly populated cities in 53 
South Korea. Therefore, the residents in these cities were terrified of cavities after the accidents (Shin and Roh, 54 
2006). Especially, ground subsidence near subways due to self-weight and/or surcharge loading was around 60% 55 
(Lee and Kang, 2014). Changes in groundwater levels may cause increased occurrences of ground subsidence 56 
because the lowering of groundwater levels lead to ground settlement (Lee et al., 2015). Groundwater level 57 
influences both ground settlement and stability of underground structures. Deep excavation of the ground adjacent 58 
to urban railways has a significance influence on the allowable tensile strength of underground structures (Lee at 59 
al., 2017). If large underground cavities are located at nearby roadbeds, there is a high potential of ground 60 
subsidence. 61 

Ground subsidence (Fig. 1) in South Korea occurred at nearby urban railways most recently (Kyunghang times, 62 
2016). The ground subsidence (Fig. 1a) occurred with a cavity of depth 5 m, width 8 m, and length 80 m near the 63 
Seokchon subway station in Seoul City. The accident was induced by the inappropriate deep excavation near the 64 
subway. The ground subsidence (Fig. 1b) was caused by the leakage of a water pipeline with a large-scale cavity 65 
of depth 21 m, width 11 m, and length 12 m near Bakchon subway station in Incheon City (Newshankuk, 2016). 66 
The ground subsidence (Fig. 1c) occurred near Samseongjungang subway station. Six cavities were found almost 67 
simultaneously in Seoul City (Kyunghang times, 2016). A small-scale cavity of depth 2.2 m (Fig. 1d) occurred 68 
near Janghanpyeong subway station in Seoul City, but the cause of this accident has not been clarified. The 69 
accident was assumed to be caused by inappropriate recovery construction near subway extension.  70 

Ground subsidence with a cavity having depth 3.6 m (Fig. 1e) occurred as the replacement work of a sewage 71 
pipeline was carried out at Texas in the US (Wikitree, 2016). Ground subsidence with a cavity having a width of 72 
15 m (Fig. 1f) occurred as tunnel excavation work for subway extension was carried out at Fukuoka in Japan 73 
(Chosun Ilbo, 2016). Ground subsidence with a cavity of width 25 m (Fig. 1g) occurred as a 50 m tunnel 74 
excavation near the light rail transit was carried out at Ottawa in Canada (Yonhap news, 2016). Ground subsidence 75 
with a cavity of depth 10 m (Fig. 2h) occurred as subway construction was carried out near Guangzhou in China 76 
(Sisa china, 2016). Ground subsidence with a large-scale cavity in urban areas is highly correlated with the 77 
undiscerned development of urban areas, abuse of groundwater and inappropriate underground construction.   78 

 79 

    

                                                                                                                  80 

    

Figure 1. Ground subsidence nearby subway of urban railway: (a) Seokchon subway station, (b) Bakchon subway station, (c) 81 
Samseongjungang subway station, (d) Janghanpyeong subway station in South Korea, (e) Texas in the US, (f) Fukuoka in 82 
Japan, (g) Ottawa in Canada, and (h) Guangzhou in China. 83 

 84 
80% of the ground subsidence occurred from 2010 until the beginning of 2014 in Seoul City was induced by 85 

aged pipelines for water and sewage (Oh et al., 2015). Since 48% and 30% of sewage pipelines in Seoul city were 86 
constructed more than thirty and fifty years ago, respectively. Aged pipelines for water and sewage pipelines cause 87 
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numerous cavities in the near future (The Segye times, 2016).  88 
As a cavity exists at the center of the railway track in the box structures of urban railways, its influence on box 89 

structures and roadbed settlements has been examined to observe the effects of cavities adjacent to the roadbeds of 90 
urban railways (Lee at al., 2015). A method to establish a database was proposed to prevent and manage the 91 
disasters (Choi et al., 2007). 92 

As a cavity exists adjacent to the roadbed, in this study, a three-dimensional numerical analysis using FLAC3D is 93 
carried out to assess both roadbed stability and risk level with respect to the distance between the center of the 94 
roadbed and the center of the cavity, diameter of the cavity, and groundwater levels.     95 

 96 
2 Numerical analysis  97 

 98 
In the following sections, the FLAC3D given in this work are briefly described in the following sections by 99 

paraphrasing from those of Itasca Consulting Group (2002).  100 
 101 

2.1 Theoretical background of FLAC
3D

 102 
 103 
FLAC3D (Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua in three Dimensions) is numerical modeling software for advanced 104 
geotechnical analysis of soil, rock, groundwater, and ground support in three dimensions. FLAC is used for 105 
analysis, testing, and design by geotechnical, civil, and mining engineers (Itasca Consulting Group Inc., 2002). It is 106 
designed to accommodate any kind of geotechnical engineering project that requires continuum analysis.  107 
The mechanics of the medium are derived from general principles (definition of strain, laws of motion), and the 108 

use of constitutive equations defining the idealized material. The resulting mathematical expression is a set of 109 
partial differential equations, relating mechanical (stress) and kinematic (strain rate, velocity) variables, which are 110 
to be solved for particular geometries and properties, given specific boundary and initial conditions. 111 
An important aspect of the model is the inclusion of the equations of motion, although FLAC3D is primarily 112 

concerned with the state of stress and deformation of the medium near the state of equilibrium. It will be shown, in 113 
the numerical implementation section, that the inertial terms are used as means to reach, in a numerically stable 114 
manner, the equilibrium state. 115 
 116 
2.1.1 Conventions 117 
 118 
In the Lagrangian formulation adopted in FLAC3D, a point in the medium is characterized by the vector 119 
components   ,   ,    and    /  ,  =1,3 of position, displacement, velocity and acceleration, respectively. As a 120 
notation convention, a bold letter designates a vector or tensor, depending on the context. The symbol    denotes 121 
component   of the vector [ ] in a Cartesian system of reference axes;     is component (   ) of tensor [ ]. Also,  , 122 
  is the partial derivative of   with respect to   . (α can be a scalar variable, a vector or tensor component.) By 123 
definition, tension and extension are positive. The Einstein summation convention applies, but only on indices  ,   124 
and  , which take the values 1, 2, 3. 125 
 126 
 127 

2.1.2 Stress 128 
 129 
The state of stress at a given point of the medium is characterized by the symmetric stress tensor    . The traction 130 
vector [ ] on a face with unit normal [ ] is given by Cauchy‘s formulae (tension positive): 131 
 132 

                                                                                                    (1) 133 
 134 

2.1.3 Rate of Strain and Rate of Rotation 135 
 136 
Let the particles of the medium move with velocity [ ]. In an infinitesimal time dt, the medium experiences an 137 
infinitesimal strain determined by the translations     , and the corresponding components of the strain-rate tensor 138 
may be written as  139 
 140 
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                                                                                     (2) 141 
 142 
where partial derivatives are taken with respect to components of the current position vector [ ]. For later 143 

reference, the first invariant of the strain-rate tensor gives a measure of the rate of dilation of an elementary volume. 144 
Aside from the rate of deformation characterized by the tensor    , a volume element experiences an instantaneous 145 
rigid-body displacement, determined by the translation velocity [ ], and a rotation with angular velocity, 146 
 147 

                                                                                            
 148 
where     is the permutation symbol, and [ω] is the rate of rotation tensor whose components are defined as 149 
 150 

                                                                                   (4) 151 
 152 

2.1.4 Equations of Motion and Equilibrium 153 
 154 

Application of the continuum form of the momentum principle yields Cauchy‘s equations of motion:  155 
 156 

                                                                                          (5) 157 
 158 
where   is the mass per unit volume of the medium, [ ] is the body force per unit mass, and  [ ]    is the 159 

material derivative of the velocity. These laws govern, in the mathematical model, the motion of an elementary 160 
volume of the medium from the forces applied to it. Note that in the case of static equilibrium of the medium, the 161 
acceleration  [ ]    is zero, and Eq. (5) reduces to the partial differential equations of equilibrium: 162 
 163 

                                                                                          (6) 164 
 165 

2.1.5 Boundary and Initial Conditions 166 
 167 
The boundary conditions consist of imposed boundary tractions (see Eq. (1)) and/or velocities (to induce given 168 

displacements). In addition, body forces may be present. Also, the initial stress state of the body needs to be 169 
specified. 170 
 171 

2.1.6 Constitutive Equations 172 
 173 
The equations of motion Eq. (5), together with the definitions Eq. (2) of the rates of strain, constitute nine 174 

equations for fifteen unknowns — the unknowns being the 6 + 6 components of the stress- and strain-rate tensors 175 
and the three components of the velocity vector. Six additional relations are provided by the constitutive equations 176 
that define the nature of the particular material under consideration. They are usually given in the form 177 
 178 

 [ ̇]                                                                                        (7) 179 
 180 
in which [ ̇ij ] is the co-rotational stress-rate tensor, [H] is a given function, and   is a parameter that takes into 181 

account the history of loading. The co-rotational stress rate [ ̇] is equal to the material derivative of the stress as it 182 
would appear to an observer in a frame of reference attached to the material point and rotating with it at an angular 183 
velocity equal to the instantaneous value of the angular velocity [ ] of the material. Its components are defined as 184 
 185 

[ ̇]                                                                                (8) 186 
 187 
in which d[σ]/dt is the material time derivative of [σ], and [ω] is the rate of rotation tensor. 188 
 189 

2.2 Conditions for numerical analysis 190 
 191 
The Mohr-Coulomb failure model has been used for the analysis (Itasca Consulting Group Inc., 2015). Since there 192 
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are various causes and sizes of the cavity of ground subsidence occurring near urban railway, it is very difficult to 193 
simulate the process of cavity generation. A circular cavity below the ground surface has been modeled with 194 
respect to diameters (D) of 4 -10 m, which is selected by historical events as described in previous section. 195 
Distances of 15-25 m from the cavity to the center of the roadbed and various groundwater levels are arbitrarily 196 
selected for roadbed settlement influenced by given size of cavity. The analysis is performed based on the 197 
configuration of the analysis (Fig. 2). As shown in the figure, roller supports prevent normal translations, but 198 
capable of tangential translations and/or rotations. There is a single linear reaction force in either vertical or 199 
horizontal directions.  200 
 201 
 202 
 203 
 204 
 205 
 206 
 207 
 208 
 209 
 210 
 211 
 212 
 213 
 214 
 215 

 216 
Figure 2. Configuration of the railway roadbed and cavity  217 

 218 
2.2.1 Ground conditions 219 
An embankment consists of the lower roadbed, upper roadbed, and gravel ballast. The roadbed width at the 220 
bottom of the ballast is 8m. The widths of its bottom and top are 5.1 and 3.3 m, respectively, and its slope is 1:1.8. 221 
In-situ soil consists of reclaimed soil, silty clay, weathered soil, and weathered rock. Its physical properties listed 222 
in Table 1 are obtained from lab experiments of soil sampled at a construction site.  223 

 224 
2.2.2 Physical properties of rail, rail pad, and prestressed concrete (PC) sleeper  225 

 226 
KS60 rail and prestressed concrete (PC) sleeper commonly used in gravel ballast have been used for the 227 
numerical analysis. A rail pad, which is widely used to minimize vibration and impact loading during train 228 
operation is made of ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA). However, in this study, a thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) 229 
rail pad, which is more economical and has higher tensile strength has been used for the numerical analysis. Its 230 
properties are listed in Table 1. The beam element is used for the rail and rail pad.   231 
 232 
2.2.3 Applied train loading  233 

 234 
An axial load of the urban railway train (16 tons) is applied for the numerical analysis. The effective loading is 235 
estimated by multiplying 1.2 with half of the axial load considering a wheel loading increment of 20% and a 236 
marginal safety of deficiency of the cant. Dynamic loading to reflect dynamic impact ratio (Fig. 3) was estimated 237 
by multiplying 1.2 with the effective loading (Ministry of land, 2013).  238 

 239 
Figure 3. Configuration of the train load 240 
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Table 1. Physical properties of soil, rail, PC sleeper and the rail pad 241 
 242 

 Soil type 
Height 

(m) 

Unit 

weight 

(kN/m3) 

Elastic 

modulus 

(kPa) 

Poisson‘s 

ratio 

(υ) 

Cohesion 

(kPa) 

Friction 

angle 

(°) 

Coefficient of 

permeability 

(cm/s) 

Ko 

Soil  

Ballast stone 0.3 19.0 133,900 0.30 - 35 - 0.43 

Upper roadbed 1.5 18.0 81,600 0.20 3.0 32 - 0.47 

Lower roadbed 1.5 18.0 51,000 0.30 10.0 30 - 0.50 

Land fill 1.5 17.0 30,000 0.35 5.0 24 1.0×10-3 0.59 

Silty clay 1.5 17.0 20,000 0.35 5.0 25 5.0×10-4 0.58 

Weathered soil 

Ⅰ 
15.0 19.0 75,000 0.33 10.0 30 1.0×10-4 0.50 

Weathered soil 

Ⅱ 
15.0 19.0 70,000 0.33 10.0 33 1.0×10-4 0.46 

Weathered 

rock 
7.0 20.0 110,000 0.31 60.0 42 1.0×10-5 0.33 

KS60 rail 

Area 

(mm2) 

Unit weight 

(kN/m3) 

Elastic modulus 

(kPa) 

Moment of inertia(m4) 

IXX IYY 

7,741 77.5 21,000×104 30,820×10-9 5,120×10-9 

PC  

sleeper 

Length 

(m) 

Width 

(m) 

Height 

(m) 

Interval between sleepers 

(m) 

2.45 0.28 0.20 0.58 

Rail pad 

Thickness 

(mm) 

Unit weight 

(kN/m3) 

Vertical spring coefficient of rail pad 

(kPa) 

5 11.5 15.3×107 

 243 
 244 

2.3 Allowable settlement of the roadbed 245 
 246 
In general, an allowable settlement of 10 mm has been recommended in South Korea. The vibratory loading 247 
induces the gravel to be in a loose state, and frequent repairs of ballasts are required. Therefore, an allowable 248 
settlement of 2.5 mm is used to attain additional marginal safety considering the compressive displacement of both 249 
the rail pad and ballasts, settlement of rail, ride quality, and both water inflow and cracks in the pavement surface 250 
of roadbeds (Jeon, 2014).  251 
 252 
3 Roadbed Settlement and Stability  253 

 254 
3.1 Roadbed settlement 255 

 256 
The contours of ground settlement are presented for how the roadbed (Fig. 4) is influenced by a cavity adjacent to 257 
the urban railways. The contours of ground settlement are presented for cavities with diameters of 8 and 10 m, 258 
respectively, at a distance of 20 m between the center of the roadbed and the center of the cavity. As shown in the 259 
figures, ground settlement increases as the diameter of the cavity increases. As a cavity is generated on the right 260 
side of the roadbed, the right end of the roadbed is significantly settled down.    261 
 262 
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 263 
Figure 4. Vertical displacement contour of the roadbed at a distance of 20 m between the center of roadbed to the center of the 264 
cavity=20 m with respect to diameter of the cavity: (a) Diameter = 8 m and (b) Diameter = 10 m. 265 

 266 
The analysis results (Fig. 5) are presented for cavities with diameters of 4 -10 m. As the variation from 15 to 20 267 

m in the distances between the center of the roadbed and the center of the cavity is applied to the 10 m cavity, 268 
roadbed settlements are calculated with respect to various diameters of the cavity. The cavity with a diameter of 10 269 
m at a distance of 20 m has little influenced on the roadbed. However, as the diameter of the cavity at the same 270 
distance exceeds 10 m, the roadbed settlement exceeds the allowable value. As cavities with diameters of 8 and 6 271 
m are generated, at distances less than 18 and 15 m, it exceeds the allowable settlement and may result in an 272 
accident. 273 

The risk level has been estimated by the occurrence of roadbed settlements. Its risk level has been defined by the 274 
value of the roadbed settlements relative to the allowable settlement. The risk level is defined as safe (not 275 
problematic for both ride quality and track repair), caution (not problematic for track repair), warning (between 276 
caution and danger), and danger (highly probable traffic accident) as a settlement is equal to or less than 2.5 mm, 277 
greater than 2.5 mm and equal to or less than 4 mm, greater than 4 mm and equal to or less than 9mm, and greater 278 
than 9 mm, respectively.  279 

Roadbed settlement increases as the diameter (D) of the cavity increases and the distance (d) between the 280 
roadbed and the cavity decreases. Therefore, in this study, the roadbed settlement is examined with respect to D 281 
normalized by d (Fig. 6). The regression analyses results show medium to high correlations of r2=0.72. As D/d is 282 
greater than 0.2 and less than 0.3, the roadbed settlement is approximately 5 mm. It requires that a database of 283 
measurement sensors should be established for real-time monitoring of the roadbed, structures and groundwater to 284 
prevent disasters in advance. As D/d exceeds 0.35, the roadbed settlement substantially increases and is greater 285 
than 10 mm. Since it may result in highly probable traffic accident, train operation should be stopped and the 286 
roadbed should be reinforced or repaired.  287 

 288 
3.2 Effects of groundwater level   289 

 290 
In this study, the effects of groundwater level on the roadbed settlement are examined and it is lowered until the 291 
allowable settlement value of the roadbed is satisfied. The maximum distance between the roadbed and the cavity 292 
for the analysis is determined as the maximum value for the satisfied allowable settlement with no groundwater 293 
condition. A stability assessment of the roadbed has been carried out at the distance of 20 m for both 4 and 6 m 294 
diameter cavities and at 25 m for both the 8 and 10 m diameter cavities. 295 

The contours of ground settlement (Fig. 7) are presented to examine the groundwater level (GWL) effects in the 296 
case of the 8 m diameter cavity located at a distance of 25 m from the roadbed to cavity. The contours of ground 297 
settlement are presented with GWL on the ground surface and 20 m below it, respectively (Figs. 7a and 7b). The 298 
settlement of the roadbed is highly subject to groundwater levels.  299 
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 300 

  

    

Figure 5. Roadbed settlement with respect to distance between roadbed and cavity: (a) Diameter = 4 m, (b) Diameter = 6 m, 301 
(c) Diameter = 8 m, and (d) Diameter = 10 m. 302 

 303 

The roadbed settlement (Fig. 8) is highly influenced by groundwater. Ground settlement for 4 and 6 m diameter 304 
cavities located at a distance of 20 m from the roadbed (Figs. 8a and 8b) satisfies the allowable value for GWL = (-) 305 
4 and (-) 12m, respectively. The ground settlement for 8 and 10 m diameter cavities located at a distance of 25 m 306 
from the center of the roadbed (Figs. 8c and 8d) has substantially decreased as groundwater level is 8 and 15 m 307 
below the ground surface, respectively, and satisfies the allowable value as its level is 18 and 22 m below the 308 
ground surface, respectively. It indicates that a roadbed settlement is highly influenced by groundwater levels to an 309 
extent greater than even the influence of the size of the cavity.  310 
 311 
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 312 
 313 
Figure 6. Regression analysis of roadbed settlements with respect to the diameter of the cavity and distance between roadbed 314 
and the cavity 315 
 316 
 317 
 318 
 319 
 320 

  

  

 321 
 322 
 323 
Figure 7. Vertical displacement contours of the roadbed for a cavity diameter 8 m, at the roadbed-to-cavity distance of 25 m: (a) 324 
GWL = ground surface and (b) GWL = (-) 8 m. 325 

 326 
 327 
 328 
 329 
 330 
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Figure 8. Roadbed settlement with respect to the groundwater level: (a) Diameter of the cavity = 4 m and distance of roadbed 331 
from the center of the cavity = 20 m, (b) Diameter of the cavity = 6 m and distance of the roadbed from the center of cavity =20 332 
m, (c) Diameter of the cavity = 8 m and distance of the roadbed from the center of cavity = 25 m, and (d) Diameter of the cavity 333 
= 10 m and the distance of the roadbed from the center of the cavity = 25 m. 334 

 335 
 336 

3.3 Risk level assessment of roadbed  337 
 338 
Roadbed settlements induced by the cavity near urban railways have been estimated with respect to the 339 
groundwater level, distance between the roadbed and cavity, and size of the cavity. As listed in Table 2, the 340 
roadbed settlement increases as the size of the cavity increases and the cavity is located close to the roadbed. As 341 
listed in Table 2, the roadbed settlement for no groundwater condition is less than the allowable value, whereas it is 342 
in extreme danger when groundwater is present. When it is in the status of danger, train operation should be 343 
stopped and the roadbed should be reinforced or repaired. When it is in the status of caution or warning, a database 344 
of measurement sensors for urban railways should be established for real-time monitoring of the roadbed, 345 
structures and groundwater for disaster prevention.  346 

 347 
 348 
 349 
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Table 2. Risk level of the roadbed with respect to the diameter of the cavity and the distance between the roadbed to the cavity 350 
for the groundwater condition 351 

     (Computation time: 3 weeks) 352 

 

Distance (m) 

25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 

Diameter 

(m) 

10 
Case A 

 

         

8 
 

  
 

   Danger   

6   Safety   
Case B 

     

4           

                                                                                                                                      (Computation time: 4 days) 353 

Case 

A 

 

Groundwater Level (m) 

-22 -20 -18 -17 -15 -10 -8 
Ground 

surface 

Diameter 

of cavity 

(m) 

10  Caution  Warning     

8 Safety      Danger  

                                                                                                                                      (Computation time: 3 days) 354 

Case 

B 

 

Groundwater Level (m) 

-13 -12 -11 -10 -8 -6 -4 
Ground 

surface 

Diameter 

of cavity 

(m) 

6         

4 Safety  Caution  Warning  Danger  

※ Safety(Settlement≤2.5mm), Caution(2.5mm<Settlement≤4.0mm), Warning(4.0mm<Settlement≤9.0mm), 

Danger(9.0mm<Settlement) 

 355 
4 Conclusions 356 

 357 
The number of occurrences of ground subsidence induced by a leakage of aged pipelines for water and sewage in 358 
urban areas resulting in various sizes of cavity near the urban railway in Seoul City has been found to increase and 359 
it may cause the roadbed settlement to exceed the allowable value. A large-scale cavity is rarely found, but if it is 360 
close to the roadbed, the roadbed is highly influenced by the cavity and may cause train derailment. 361 

In this study, numerical analyses are carried out to estimate roadbed stability and its risk level associated with 362 
various groundwater levels, sizes of cavities. The analyses results show that roadbed settlement increases as the 363 
diameter (D) of the cavity increases and the distance (d) between the roadbed and the cavity decreases. The 364 
regression analyses results show that, as D/d is greater than 0.2 and less than 0.3, a database of measurement 365 
sensors should be established for real-time monitoring of the roadbed, structures and groundwater to prevent 366 
disasters in advance. As D/d exceeds 0.35, the roadbed settlement, which substantially increases and is in the status 367 
of danger, may result in highly probable traffic accident. Therefore, train operation should be stopped and the 368 
roadbed should be reinforced or repaired. The effects of groundwater level on the roadbed settlement are examined 369 
at the distance of 20 m for both 4 and 6 m diameter cavities and at 25 m for both 8 and 10 m diameter cavities. 370 
Ground settlement for 4 and 6 m diameter cavities located at a distance of 20 m from the roadbed satisfies the 371 
allowable value for GWL = (-) 4 and (-) 12m,  respectively. The ground settlement for 8 and 10 m diameter cavities 372 
located at a distance of 25 m from the center of the roadbed has substantially decreased as GWL is 8 and 15 m 373 
below the ground surface, respectively, and satisfies the allowable value as its level is 18 and 22 m below the 374 
ground surface, respectively. It indicates that a roadbed settlement is highly influenced by groundwater levels to an 375 
extent greater than even the influence of the size of the cavity.  376 

Random Sampling 
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